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Multilingual and Joomla Multisite 1.3
Posted by klokkarielena - 2012/11/20 11:15
_____________________________________

Hello I have problem with language switcher in slave site. Specifically, I have the following setup: 

•Jms  1.3 in Joomla 2.5.8 
•I created master.example.com  with language filter enabled and  two language install en-GB and el-GR.
 
•I have done all the necessary setup for multi-lingual in master site and it works. 
•After that, I have created new site using template (replicate master domain) under
/var/www/domains/example.com and with domain name:  example.com 
•I am not using cpanel, I have made all the necessary changes with virtualhost under httpd.conf and the
virtual hosts are working 

The problem is with example.com, when I am changing the language from the front-end, nothing is
changing in menu or pages. 

The URL is changing from /el to /en but with no effect in website.  

I thought the problem was like the following  

http://www.jms2win.com/en/forum/24-joomla-multi-sites-configuration/7560-language-filter-causes-loop   

But it didn't changed by specifying the document root for virtual hosts 

What can I do to fix the problem? 

Thanks in advance

============================================================================

Re: Multilingual and Joomla Multisite 1.3
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/11/22 17:10
_____________________________________

How do you setup the slave site. 
Did you use the feature present in JMS to set a default langugage ? 
OR did you created a specific slaves site into the subdirectory /el and /en corresponding to the specific
langugages or did you use the joomla lanquage switcher ?

============================================================================

Re:Multilingual and Joomla Multisite 1.3
Posted by klokkarielena - 2012/11/23 08:47
_____________________________________

Thanks for the reply, 

I found the reason for the problem. The template that I was using has the field "New default language"
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under "New website DB parameters" set  "en-GB",  which seem to overwrite anything that configure for
the language (language switcher and default content language in joomla).  

I was trying to remove it from the site configuration but it didn't save the changes. 
Then, I removed it from the template and created a new site from the beginning and the problem was
solved.

============================================================================

Re:Multilingual and Joomla Multisite 1.3
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/12/05 12:09
_____________________________________

When the language is set in JMS, before that joomla start, the default joomla language is changed
according the value that you have enabled. So that, the default language value used by Joomla is the
one that you have setup in JMS. 

After that, all the extensions (component, module, plugins, ...) can use this default language as usual.

============================================================================
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